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,ABSTRACT.

A TEST OF'THE CUMULATIVE ACQUISITION MODEL

OF ADOLESCENT NEWS MEDIA USE

This study tests the cumulative acquisition model proposed by Chaffee

and Tims (1982) to explain the'development of adolescent patterns of,news

media use. Using the same Guttman scale procedute as employed in the,

Chaffee and Tims analysis patterns of news-me a use are analyzed acros6

a three wave paneldasurveycoVeringfra two year period. The sample clirsists

It,
Of 366 respondenti. It was found that tvidente for a cumulailve pr7ression

iwthe development of news media usjiis restricted.to the early adolescent

period. The
4
findings are discussed in terms of socialization consequences.
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A.Ttst of the CaMulative Acquisition Model

of Adolescent Dews Media Use'-

3

e
In the early 1940s,Meine. (1941) gave us one of the first systematic

l'oks at, the news media use na.tterns of junior'and senior high schOol

age children. This study predated the emergence of television as a

mass medium but was, neverthelesS, concerned with the impact of broad-

casting, that is radio broadcaSting, on the print media. The concerns

about the impact, of radio on the 6hen emerging generation who had grown

up with this new medium of communication at their disposal (Eisenberg,

1936) are not very different froiNthose voiced today about the now.

emerging generations who have grown up with television at their dis-

.
posal (Schramm, Lyle, &\ Parker, 1961; Comstock, Chaffee, catzman,

McCombs; & Roberts, 1978). As Meine puts it, "It has been feared that

people accepting radio as part of their environment will never again

place the same reliance on the printed word . . . that the new gener-

ation will be one of listeners and that reading will become a lost

art" (p. 189)1 Meine found that radio was the most frequently used

source of information among the young people surveyed, but that it was

not simply-replacfng print news media as the source of public affairs
/I

information. He reported that 70 percent of the youngsters he defined

as "good" newspaper readers also listened to the radio news at least

once a day. Mogeovei, he found a systematic progressiaMthe number

of news sources meqtion and jn.The.use of the print media with increas-

More'importantly, he reported that the percentage of children

reading serious 6ws items, that is foreign news, politics, editorials,'



co/i;nists, nd book'reviews increased from 53 percent among 7th and

8th grade child en to.71 percent among 9th and 1Oth' grade children to

82 percent among 11th and 12th grade Children. Meine makes no attempt

to discuss these findings in terms of developmental or socialization

processes beyond the observation that the news media use behavior of

' the young person undergoes. considerable change during the adoles4ent

years..

For the Most part, television hes replaced radio as the chief

competitor to the newspaper as ,a source for pOlic affairs information,

but the basic question of
;

w the young person comes to use the news media

remains essentially unansw red. Chaffee and Tims (1982) haJlb recently

offered some initial emp ricalisuppoft for the notion that news media use

follows a systematic developMental progression-between the ages of 10 and

17. Much like Meine, they report finding that print news media use does

not replace broadcast news media use as the youngster moves through adol-

escence. Rather, the evidence suggests that. print news media use is

adopted as an additional news media use behavior. Theij argument for a

cumulative progression from broadcast news media use to print news media

use was supported by a scalogram analysis which successfully classified

86 percent of'the 718 10 to 17 year olds in their sample, as well as 88

.R.e4tent of their parents, on, a foui-level Guttman scale. Moreover,,,,seg-

\
menting the youngsters by gra e in school, a strong linear rerationship

was shown between grade level wand public affairs news media use as defined

by the Guttman scfe. Broadcast news media use, acquired at a rather

early age, p7sists at a relatively stable, or at best slightly increasing

'level through adolescence while print news media use develops rather slowly

and, to the extent that it does develop, get added-to the already estab-



lished b oadcasi litews media use behavidr. The findings,reported by Chaffee

and Tims b982) also tell us that not everyone eventually progresses to the

. .

,top level of the news media use scales well over one-quarter (28%) of the

parents in their study had patterns of use below the "print" news media

levels In the Guttman scale.

Atkin '78) provides .a comprehensive profile'of the development

I

f broadcast news expos terns of younger children (kindergarten

h5ugh fifth,grade). In genera , his findings nd to confirm the

notion that Y/egular exposure to public affairs rogramming on tele-

.

vision and radio begins at a rather early age. Using self- report

measures, he found that 24 percent of the children in kindergarten and

the first irade reported watching national news programs (like Walter

Cronkite or John Chancellor) almost every day. This exposure increased

to.36 percent among ch/ldrtn in the fourth and the fifth grades. Over-.

all, he reported a moderate correlation between grade in school and

national television news exposute (r = .15, 2(.05). Atkin also re-

ports rather extensive exposure to radio new programs, increasing from

24 percent for the kindergarten and first/graders to 40 percent for the
.

seco and third graders to 58 percent for the fourth and fifth graders.

Viewing stening diaries kept by a subsample of the survey respond-
\

ents yielded sub tantially lower exposure figures. Collin and Anderson

11980 also repo t systematic increases in exposure to television

network news b een the early elementaiy school (13%) and junior high

school (40%), t not between.junior and senior high school. They

report, however that exposure to newspapers shows consistent increases

from.early.elamentary school through high school. Drew and Reeves

(1986) found a significant positive relationship between newspaper

6
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reading and grade in school for chirldren in the thirtd through seventhi

J

grades (r = .22, pt;.001). 'Rubin (1978) found 4 highly signIf*Cant

positive relationship.between age and public affairstelevisio viewing

-(r = .15, p..001), deipite an ever stronger negative relationship be-

rween age and overall television viewing (r =,,31, pe.:.001) for a sample

of 401 9, 13, and 17 year oldL

A number of factqrs.such as response scaling, method of interview-

,wing, sample selection, and the like can be pointed to as confounding

factor's in any direct comparison of the abscilute levels of news media
A

use reported in these ,studies. Such limitations do not, however, diminish

the importance of these studies in mapping what seem to be consistent

developmental patterns ii the acquisition of news media use behaviors.

In a recent review of this literature, Atkin (1981) concluded that:

The young child is typically introduced to news via television,

beginning with child-oriented newscasts on Saturday morning
114 the sports and weather por4ons of adult news programs.
Superficial exposure to hard news on local and rational news-

casts occurs fairly regularly among one-third of'elementary
school children; however, daily exposure and attentive view-

ing are rare, and public affairs content is not popular.

National and local news viewership doubles during the junior

and senior high school years, including two-fifths who watch

al ost every day.

Ne spaper reading begins later. in elementary school.

,Frequent newspaper exposure increases from ore-sixth of

elementary school children to one-half of high school

students (p. 304).

The present study is delsigned to test the cumulative acquisition ,01

model proposed by Chaffee and Tims (1982): The approach taken by Chaffeg

4f
and Tims was to systematically examine the inter-individual differences.

in the media use "levels" of children and adolescents at different grades

in school: Given the fact That their findings were based on a single cross-



tectional sample the inferences drawn about the developmental character ONNs....;

the age - related /differences observed are necessarily tentative. A more

adequate test of the cumulative acquisition model requires that the patterns

of news media use be followed over a significant developmental period. The

model leads us to predict a detectable movement upthe news media use

"ladder') as the young person moves into, and through adolescence.

Study Design and Sample

The present study is based on a three-wave statewide survey of adolescents

(age 10 to 17) and their parents in the state of Wisconsin. In two-parent

families, one parent was selected through a systematic selection procedure'

to be interviewed along with the child. The data collection was funded by

a gra47110STS-7913435) from the National Science Foundation to study the 1980,

presidential election campaign and preadult political socialization. The

sample was obtained through a random digit dialing sampling technique developed

by the Wisconsin Survey Research Laboratory. -The' first wave of interviews

was conducted between January 29 and March 18, 1980 with a total of'718

matched parent-child pairs represented. This interview period encompassed

-the pre-primary and early.primary phasgs of the election campaign.

The second wave of interviews.was conducted between October Land'

November 3, 1980. Of the 718 matched parent-child pairs in thg

wave of interviews, 501 complete gets of interviews were completed. Theme

third wave of interviews was conducted approximately one year later. The

numbeit of complete parent-child pairs across all three waves totaled 366.

This sample'mortality was 'due in part to the requirementhat both the

parent (determined during t1 first interview) and the child,in each pair

complete, the interview at all, three time points.



Interviews, were conducted with the child and then with ale parent in

each household by professional telephone interviewers trained and super-
., .

, .

/vised by the WSRL. The interviews covered &wide range of topics dealing.

4(with the 1980 presidential ele tion campaign, perceptions of the candidates,-
i

.

ttitudes towa d government and social institutions, interpersonal Communi-

n. ion about po itics, mass media use,* partisan kliical orientations,

poll ical beliefs, and social vgrues. Questions asked of the'adolescent

and parent sub- ar1 ples werd, insofar

permit parallel data analysis.

Guttman S le Anaiysis oflgews.Media Use Patterns

The. pr .en,/analysis used the same scaling proCedure employed by

Chaffee and Tips (1982).. To develop the four,level Guttman scale of

as possible, worded4identically to

news media use three measures of news media exposure were used: the num-
,

ber of.days within the'past week that a person had watched network evening

,

news on television, or had read a daily newspaper; and the number of maga-

zine articles about national politics the person had read in the past week:

Again-consistentrwith the 6riginal Chaffee and Tims procedure, the cut points

used for the scab were set at two days per week watching, TV news, three. days
. .

per week reading a newspaper, and three magazine article redd. Chaffee and
,

Tims provide useful labels for each of the four steps in the Guttman scale

that correspond to the medium thought to characterize the general level of

news media,consumption for the individual. ',These are: radio (0), televisi4r

(1), newspaper (2), and magazine (3). Chaffee and TiMs (1982) use the radio

label for the first step in the Guttman scale progression because the plurality

of individuals at this "level" on the Guttman scale say they, in fact, get

most of their news from ,the radio.,



Since the original Chaffee and Tims study was based on the first wave

of inter"views of the three wave panel study, reported here it was generally

expected that the scaloiram analysis of news media use for the first wave
. ...

.
.

of measures would replicate the findings repotted in the Original study.

Keep in mind, howeveigx that the sample, size for the present analysis is only
. b

. .

4.
.".

'366 as compared to 718 in the original analysis. Table 1 shows the scale

properties for the analysis at each of the three measurement.points and

,

the distribution of scale types broke down by grade in school at each of

the measurement points. It can be seen that the proposed Guttman scale

exceeds minimum standards of reproducibility (.90) and scalability (.60)

only for the wave one measures. In fact, the scale becomes progressively

less satisfactory. This fact casts some doubt on "the systematic character

Of news media use patterns, but not necessarily on the notion of a cumulative

acquisition process. The real test,ofthis proppsal lies in the evidence

that youngsters move up the scale during the two year period between the

first and third wave of interviews. The distribution of scale types broken

. .

down by grade in schOol and the distribution of scale types for the total

sample show little evidence of moveient up the scale with the passage of.

time. The only evidence of a distribution shift that could be characterized

as progression up the scale is found for the 4th ttirough 6th grade children.

The percentage at the newspaper or magazine levels of the scale shifts from

33 percent at wave one,.tok,40 percent at wave two, to 48 percent at wave three.

This distribution shift brings these youngsters roughly. in -line witli those

in the upper grades. These data tend to suggest that the development of

news media use behaviors does not occur uniformly across adolescence. Rather,

it seems that the acquisition process may be concentrated primarily in

early adolescence. The critical behavior,acqufred during this period seems

0



to be regular patterns of print news media use.'

The failure of the Guttman scale to perform satisfactorily across

the three waves of measures may be attributable either to the fact-that

the process is not truely hierarchical in nature or to the inadequacy

o£ the scale as a measure of the behavioral patteins. Given three measure--
, 4

ment points Wiley and Wiley (1970) have developed a technique for the esti-
.

mation of measurement error is panel data. Befdre rejecting the cuMulatiVe

A . .

acquisition model of news media use development it is reasonable for us to

address the po'ssibi1ity of poor' measurement. Using the Wiley apd Wiley .

decomposition equationa,estimates of the reliability of the Guttman scale

were obtained for each of the three measurement points. These estimates'

varied betWeen ,31 (Wave 0,1.38 (Wave'2)%.And..30 (Wave 3).. The auto-

correlations between the measures across the three measurement points

ranged between .39 and .41 (14...01). These findings-strongly suggest that .

the three item Guttman scale is actually 'a very poor measure (ip terms-of
.

reliability) of news media use,behavior.: Examination of these reliabilities

within the specific grade in school sub-groups shown in Table 1 revealed

little tosuggest that the reliability of the iidicator improves with the

development of the child. The average reliabi ty across the three measure-

ment 1oints'ranged from .26 (4- 6'grade), to .33 (6-10 grade), to.,..25-(10-f2

grade).

Given this rather bleak diagnosis of the Guttman scale it seems approp-

riateriate to examine the three exposure measures used-in the development of the

scale a bit more closely. Table 2 shows the mean levels. of eXpothire to each

of. the three news sources for each,of the grade in school groups at each of
.

.

.

the three me urement POints. The mean level of exposure to AelOrition and

r .

to magazine articles does t Significantly differ among the three sub-groups

t
.,.

at any of the measurement points. On the other hand, newspaper eXposure".does

, 1 1
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,.. 17.. _____ --.

increase substantially across the'grade in school group:during the first
. ;,,

.
.. ..

stWo measurements: The pattermofmeaps'serongly-sUigests that the:-Younger
.

..

children are developing .news reading behavd6rwhilebthe older children

appear...to have reached a plateau in* theiereadi4levels. FA-example, the
. -

.
.., , ..-

...

4th throuth 6th grade children report reading the'dgyspaper an average of*-

2.,14days per'week'st the fiist interview, 2.58 days per week at the second

interviewi,and-3.30 days. per week at the third: In!cOritrast,.tbe 0th through'

,

12th grade children report_reading the newspaper an averageof 4:45 days per
.-g

..,

week at the 'first interview, 4.12 days per week at the second interview,
.

and 4.00 days perCweekht,the third. 'Ail

Iv
the younger children have developed this behavior to 'a point not significantly

,_1
time of the third interview. ,

different' from that eXhibitdd by..the oldest children. Consistent with the

general notion'of a ctimpative acquisition model is the fact that the Bevel_ ..

opment newspaper reading does not accompany a decline-in television news
r.

exposure.

_ .

Although these simple. exposure measures have excellent fafevalidity,

analysis .of their reliabilitie6 using the'Wiley and Wiley'r,ftchnique. sUggests'

subtantial mepnrement error (see Table 3). -The reliability of-newspaper

exposure measures for the-4th throughnOth grade.-sub- sample is considerably,

lower.than.for the older groups. ThMindings suggest- that thereliability.--

of this measure gets progressively better as'.the child MaturesEyen among
.

the oldest grdiip the refiabiliey:ofAht measure fair to reach .70.
. .

,
.

:teliabilitY of:thetelevision news exposure measure. seems anomalous given,.
1

14.

the pattern of findirigs for the newspaper exposure measure. The'reltabil

of the measure consistently decreases as the' develoPmentaL level.cd then

Sample increases (as
.

indicated by, grade. in scho01). Asthe youngster

gets. older &timates pf,exi;Osure- to television news get 'worse while estimates
,

, e

12
, ..ft



44,,exposure to the newspaper ,v.

etter. This may,ba7dhsat least 1n part,
. . ,

.
to :the . greater variability in viewing patterns ?or' the -bider adb,les' .

. . . .. . . .. .
,./01_,,in.y__:.676pF"fingsActl.iiitiesL_t_gr,_cle n_s_dIsyt 0_,JAit,ilal-lIhe ;

A . ,--.L....;.i

olner adolestent-almOlT.may not be to acCuratelyi.'estimatehow mOchA
. .._

)..,
,.. - . ..

he or she devotes. to, watchingteievisionineWS. FluallY,.the,reliability''OC'
. . , - . ..,

, -
-,the.magazine expdiure, measure is generally lOWinCtiotsystematitally related; )

u to,thjtime ,:otieaureMent or. the irAdej.0.,SChdol,of the-YdontoterThe

generally iOw.reliabilitieg:asSociateCwith these indicators giVesiuS()A:

better basia-forundetatanding tha inateqUady-,Of,the.Guttian sta.10.and,for
.

, .

underastanding:What often seems like instAbilipyjnmedla usebehavior.

r'
In terliShepatterns of-development 'revealed in thesedata'a key,

.

point Qf Aifferentiat9 appears to be the dviding'llne between readers

and non-readers of- thg news. A-diAtinctibn of/this-type is'not categorical,

of-course, as-there are'. many. levels, of reading skill and of- news cdnsumptionl:)7

IoweVer.i.,tetheextent, that a;oUngsterfails to deVelopneWs reading patterns.

-.during .ear)y!adalestence it is Imry likely. that heor she WillNenckup at
. .

a considerabIedisadvaniage'in:4eima bf th4 opportunity. to acquire political

Inowledge.and*her related.political. socialization procdssgs. This is no

to saythat once'past this point other factos,..might not emerge tb stimUlate.
.

the gtowth.-ofews 'media use, but that-earWadOlescence is a :Ciltical period;
. -

'Indeechthe:deVelopment:OfteWS reading is a necessary and critical factor in
.

7pbli CalaoCializatiOnthat'needs po'be-in place 'prior to the age at .which

the:3,6ungster becOmes,cognizantdfTdbliC affairs and politics in substantial
I.'.

Thia-studir was designed to testthe Cumulative acquisition model of

1401

the devefepmept of public affairs media use proposed by ChaYfei and Time;



Longitudinal patternseweimedis use shOliedtbat the OnlevidenCe of a.

.

004:444.vegrOWthugage-..waa forilourigiters In the 4th:through 6th.,grades:

eiutsetHofthe Study." The'developmentalipatterns:Are not consistent.
- , -

with the tequ rement.s,bf'd:GUtithda-S"Cale at two of the three measurement

PoiX&s. television, news' exposure does emerge prior to the

- e.. ti

reguldri:'US of theprint'media'and the acquisition of print.news media use
.

Apea:mOt take. dace at the:expense::of4elevision news: viewing. This pattern

IS-substantially consistent wIttlitheliOtion of a cumulative process.

AbOut 50PerCAt'Of the youngsters will "reach" this leyel of news

media use by-the end of early adolescahce and will likely be in a ipsition

to develop a fiinCtional underatanding of the political world; What aboUi:'

the other 50 percent? Are they doomed to alife Of political andsocial.
.

incompetence simply because they didn't start readilig the newspaper in
.

junior high school ?" As Chaffee and Time demonstrated", people at the'eOp
.

level of the'Guttman scale are roughly twice asiweilinforMeasa. thosdat

the bottom. -The intermediate stdgethat made, the greatest diffetehce was

adding.newspaper use to television use. The probability that
.

.

will.fail to develop the necessary-knowledge base and involVeMents for

.

effective political 'participation. isquite high. Followingthe news via t
.

teleVision, but not reading. about it, can be interpreted as a form-offi,

.

"satisficipg".behaviar;;one gets enough information, about current: event

from TV to get.. by, bUt perhaps not. enough to participate active*In the

political processes that determine "Who'gets what from Who'd" in Socl,ety.'
, ..

The findings from this study point to a critical period in the develop--;
Ar

pent of public) affairs media use.` The.' next step is to more fully explore

the antecedents and the political consequences of tie development of (or

failure,to'deVelpp) this basic behavioral pattern. In addition, much



greater attention needs to be devoted to the explication *of 'the news reading

concept and to the development of more reliable indicators.
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6istribUtion of Guttman Scale Seores
1
by Time of:,Interview and by Grade'

in.School of Respondent

-

Grade
2

'4-6

(N .= 108),

r

'7;-19.

(1,L,.= 136)

.

'10-12 .
.

(N --- 122).

Scale .Wave 1 Wave 2,
Value: -.

(0) 18% '19%

(1) 50 41
(2) 30 31

(3), ...3. 9

(0) 11% - 13%

(L) 32 33
(2) 47 45.

i* 9 9

(0) . 6% . 13i...4":.-:-,..
.

,(1) .
.. '34, 36

(2) -- 47 '41 ,

' 14 . 10.-.

'

..J r

Total . (0)

.(N = 366)
(1)
(2)

c (3)

Coefficient of
ReprOducibility

Coefficient -of
Scalability

.

Wave:.
,

a 10%

434
.. 44

10

10% A
44.
48

. 9
..

, .: .12% 15 %. : 10%.

-:,.06
., ...le. 40

.42 , 40 :40
9. 9. 10

..92

.69

.87

.56,

.84

..44

1
The scale score values can.be labeled according to the m dium pr umed to

predominate at that level: (0) radio, (1) television,'( ewspa, (3)
inagzine.

. . .

2'
The grade in schootl is based on the respondent's grade at the time of the

first into view.



.j,
Mean Levele.. of ',Exposure to the News. Media Me#surep i tle Guttman Scale

by
i

Time.of Interview and by Grade in Schoalbf,Reqpondent

Medium

Newspaper

Wave of Grade in Schoo Prob.

Measurement 4 6 7 - .9 10 - 12 Level
(N) (108) (13, (122)

2

Television

3 .

2.14
,
3.55 4.45 .001

.,2.58 j 3.74 4.12 .001

3.30 / 3.79 4.00. ns
.,.

3.16 3.26 _ 3.40 ns .

2.69 ' 2.91 2.45 ns

3.08 2.92. 2.39 ns

1.60 .86

4

.9.7 .89 . 1.13

.84 1:21 -1,18 ns

"I

.Note: The range of values for all items is between' 0 and.7.

1Based.on ne-way analysis of vatriance tests of mean differences between.
grade chpa siAtigTo,ups.

' ._

t,



. . .

:.Estimatesdf 'Indicator .for Nqs Me c tia Ekposur? Measures].

S

Indicator

Grade in School
Wave of

. .

Measurement - 9 .10 -12

Newspaper.' 736 .66

.42. .6-2 .67

..45 .64

Magaiine

1
Estimates of reliability are based on the dec o tiOn 'technique pro-
posed by Wiley and Wiley (1970).;'.:-The meaeureme model is a .lag -1 model
With constant error variance


